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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Consider the instruction: "call 0020: OOABCDEF". Here, a call gate has been used.

Deduce the segment and offset of the instruction that will be executed next. Use Table

A for GDT. You may be use Table B and Table C to refresh your memory. (15)
(b) Modify the appropriate entry of the GDT so that the next instruction to be executed

is at offset 1234. You can change only one entry in the GDT (Table A); you cannot add

any new entry. You need to explain your modification and write down the modified

entry. You have to assume that a call gate is being used for the call. Would it be

p~ssible to make the orfset FF12? Justify your answer. (15)
I

i

Table A: GDT

Entry 15 14 B- 112 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0I

0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I

1 0 0 3 I 1 F 1 1 0 F F F F 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 3 1 F 1 0 1 F F F F 0 0 0 .0
3 0 0 3 1 F 1 0 0 F F F F 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 io E C 0 0 0 0 2 8 4 6 7 2
5 0 2 3 10 F C 1 F F F F F F 0 0 0

Table B: Segment Descriptor

63- 55 54 53 52 51- 47 46- 44 43 42 41 40 39-16 15-
56 i 48 45 0
Base G D L Av Lim P DPL S E ED/C RJW A_ Base Lim

"

Table C: Call Gate descriptor

-(j3-48 47 ~6-45 44-40 39:37' 36-32 31-16 15-0
Destination P bPL 01100 -000 WC Destination Destination
OffseUl-16 I Selector Offset 15-0---- -_. -_. __ ._- ,. - - - -- - ~-

(c) Your genius little brother looks at the GDT and the above two questions and

comments with a crude smile that the call gate was not at all necessary! Do you agree

with him? Justify your answer. (5)
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2.

3.

4.

(a) Describe the logical address to linear address translation in the microprocessor

considering both segmbntation and paging with appropriate illustrations.

(b) What is identity m6pping with respect to paging? What could be the use of such a

mapping?

(a) What is a program-invisible register? Describe the program-invisible registers in

advanced microprocesLrs.

(b) What is a translatiJn Look-aside Buffer and how is it used?

(c) Describe the Flat Jode Memory System.

(a) Describe the Task State Segment with an appropriate illustration. Why does TSS

have three different sets of stack related registers?

(b) Describe the task slitch operation with appropriate illustrations.

(10+15)

(5+5)

(15)

(10)

(10)

(10+5)
(20)

!5TB.

05.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

(a) Suppose,MachiJ A is trying to send data to Machine B in douhle handshake
mode. However, they are facing a problem. The timing diagram they are following is

shown below. (7+8=15)
(i) What are the problems of their timing diagram?

:._1-...: --, ---~. -___._-
. . -'\'~.. I

ACK'

.•X.
.-\'-: ' i

. !
'. ~.

X._: _.

Figurel:' (FOr,~~eS!iO~Sea))
. ". , . .

(ii) Correct the timing diagram. In your corrected timing diagram mark each

transition of e,ery signal with a number surrounded by a circle. For each

transition you WI ill have to write down in a separate table who initiates the

transition (Machline A or B) and what the transitions signifies.

(b) Implement a C fuhction void UART_send (unsigned char data) which receives a

character as an argumbnt and transmits it using UART by polling on the TXC bit of

UCSRA. (10)
(c) Suppose you want Itouse SPI for sending data to three different devices A, B, and C

one after another. B1iiefly explain how you can achieve this with necessary block

diagrams. (10)
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6. (a) Suppose one active low push switch A and two active high push switches, Band C

are connected to INTOJINTI, and INT2 pin of an ATmega32 MCU, respectively. Also,

Eight LEDs are conn~cted to PORTB. Write a C code to implement an 8 bit ring

counter which counts hp when the push switch A is pressed and counts down when B

is pressed. Pressing C IWillreset the counter to O. The output is shown with the LEDs.

Keep in mind that the Ibuttons bounce a lot. Briefly describe how the relevant registers

were set and how debouncing was achieved.

(15)llowing:xternal interrupt events of INTO and INTI are as fo

Code Interrupt Triggering Events
l
100 Low LevelI
101 Any Logical ChangeI

1
10 Falling Edge

111 Rising Edge

The codes for e

I. .
The code for external interrupt events of externalINT2:

I
Code Interrupt Triggering Events

I

1
0 Falling Edge

11 Rising Edge

(b) Consider you are Jing ADC with a reference voltage of 5V and you are reading the

ADC value only froJ ADCH. Calculate the maximum precision error you will get

when the ADC value ik (i) left adjusted and (ii) right adjusted. (10)
(c) Consider you are rkading a tape recorder with an 8088 microcomputer system with

a built-in 8255 PPI (e.lg., MTS-88.C). The tape recorder is connected to PORTA and it
I

is read using strobed I/O mode. You also have an output device connected to PORTB

which works in simplJ I/O mode. You will have to design a flowchart to continuously

read data from the tapb and output it to PORTB. The 8255 is connected with the 8088

microprocessor in the lddress 01OOOOxxb.Clearly specify the control word. (10)

7. (a) Consider a buggy C code "Buggy.c" in Fig.3, which attempts to receive a byte

every second using U!ART with the following connection parameters: 1200 bps baud

rate, even parity, 1 sJoP bit, normal speed mode, and 8 data bits. Rewrite the code

correcting all the mistkkes. Clearly mark the portion of your code added or, modified

and specify what was lhe mistake before.

Assume the clock speJd of the ATmega32 MCU is set at 8MHz.

The code for parity is as follows: 00, 10, and 11 is for no parity, even parity, and odd

parity, respectively.

The code for stop bit is as follows: 0 for 1 and 1 for 2 stop bits.

The code for 8 data biis is 011.
I

Ignore the time needed for polling and also the status of error bits.
. ,

(15)
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8.

(b) The digital output of ATmega32 is stored in two 8 bit registers: ADCL and ADCH.

While reading the 161bit digital output, does the order of reading from these two

registers matter? Explain why or why not.

(c) Suppose two actiJe high push switches are connected to PAO and PA4 of an

ATmega32 MCV. Alsb, eight active low LEDs are connected to PORT B. Write a C

code to implement aJ 8 bit ring counter which counts up when the push switch

connected to PAO is bressed and counts down when the other one is pressed. The
I

output is shown with the LEDs. Use polling approach. Keep in mind that the buttons

bounce a lot. Also assJme the push switches will not be pressed simultaneously.

(a) Suppose you are JUg a particular temperature sensor which produces an output of
I

OVto 3.3 for 0 degree to 330 degree Celsius linearly.

Write A C code to us~ ATmega32 ADC in polling mode to read the sensor value and
I

determine the temperature using (i) by reading only ADCH (ii) by reading ADCH and

ADCL. Just store the t!mperature in a variable.

Assume that you are u~ing internal reference voltage of 5V (code: Ox1) and a prescalar

of2 (code: Ox1). The s~nsor is connected to the pin ADCO (code: OxO).

(b) Draw a timing diaJram showing SPI data transfer format for SPI mode 1 (CPOL =
o and CHPA = 1). Cl~arly show with respect to clock pulse when the data is sampled

and when relevant pinJ are changed. In SPI mode 1 reading (rising) edge is setup edge
I

and trailing (falling) edge is sample edge.

(c) Briefly explain hoJ the staJ.1bit and data bits are sampled for UART in ATmega32.

Your explanation mus~ mention the key difference of sampling process between the. I
normal and double speed modes.

_--)5---

Figure 2. ATmega 32 MCU pinout

f.r: 0,---------------------------------------

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(10)
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Register Configuration --.:- -Name
"-GrCR I INTl I INTO I INT2. I - I - I - I IVSEL I IVCE I

GIFR I INTFl I INTFO 1 INTF2 I .- I - I - I - I - I
MCUCR I SE I SM2 I SMl I SMO I ISCll I ISClO I ISCOl I ISCOO I
MCUCSR I JTD I ISC2 I - I JTRF I WDRF I BORF I EXTRF I PORF I '

,
TCCRIA I COMIAI I COMIAO I COMlBl I COMIBO I FOCIA I FOCIB I WGMll I WGMIO I-

IWGM13 IWGM12 I r'
TCCRIB 1.ICNcl I ICESl I - CS12 I' CSll I CSlO I
TIMSK I OCIE2 I TOIE2 I TICIEl I OCIElA I OCIElB I TOIEl I OCIEO I TOIEO I

TIFR I OCF2 I TOV2 I ICFl I OCFlA I OCFlB I TOVl I OCFO I TOVO I
UCSRA I RXC I TXC I UDRE I FE I DOR I PE I U2X IMPCM I

UCSRB I RXCIEI TXCIE I UDRIE I RXEN I TXEN I UCSZ2 I RXB8 I TXB8 I
UCSRC I URSEL I UMSEL I UPMl I UPMO I USBS I UCSZl I UCSZO I UCPOL I
SPCR I SPIE I SPE I DORD I MSTR I CPOL I CPHA I SPRl 1 SPRl I
SPSR I SPIF I WCOL I - I - C - I - I ( - I sPl2x'l

l
/'

ADMUX I REFSl " REFSO I ADLAR I MUX4 I MUX3 I MUX2 I~MUXl. I MUXO. I ..
i
I'

ADCCSRA I ADEN I ADSC I ADATE I ADIF I ADIE I.ADPS2 :1 ADPSl I ADPSO I

nDRB~ ~. 'OXJ?i?"t. . ....
UCS:~ :=:ob~:9Q900;tP,;

~6~:~!'6~:~~i:i~df
.~:~tt~~t~.~

.<

-----_ .•..Figure 3 (For Question 7(a))

pn1'1i(J~~i1!(..;~~lF.q.= VMT;"fy~~'~i#In;
PORTB.' •.....' 'c.,•
:a~fa~Plt(itj~()')j

.J' .

"J

,,
-~

.'~

'. ---_.- -----;--

•,

- ...•.•.. -.••...
, ". ~ t

Table 1 List of registers
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I SECTION - A I

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1.

2.

3.

4.

(a) What are the main problems is a monolithic system? Explain with a necessary

diagram.

(b) How does the file subsystem interact with hardware in Unix? Explain with respect
. I .

to Umx System Kernel structure.

(c) Some buffers are Jarked as "delayed write". What d'oes this mean and how are

those handled while alldcating a new buffer by Unix Kernel?

(d) What are the informltion kept in buffer headers?

(a) Explain with necesLy diagrams all possible scenarios wbile allocating a buffer

(using getblk algorithm) when the buffer cache of free buffers is non-empty.

(b) What are the two t~pes of inodes: disk inode and incore inode? What additional
I

information are needed for incore inodes? Why are they absent in disk inode? Explain.

(c) What is the Significlnce of inode link count while freeing an inod~ (in algorithm

iput? What happens whJn inode reference count is zero but link count is non-zero?

(d) Write down the stepJ to convert filename into inode. .

I
(a) Consider that in a Unix system, each data block size is 4k bytes and 32 bits are

required for data block Jddressing. Assuming usual table of contents structure of Unix

System V, find out the Jaximum file size of such system.

(b) If 32-bytes are neces~ary to store information of a directly or a file, then how many

files or subdirectories arb possible inside a directly of a system explained in Question #

3(a). I
(c) What is the basic difference of data structures for the following two: (i) Superblock

I
free inode list (ii) Superrlock free disk block lisk? Explain with necessary diagrams.

Give the reason of having such different data structure.
I .

(d) "Rememberd disk block number is used to search next available disk blocks" -

Justify the statement.

(a) What happens when a create file system caIl is invoked? Write down the algorithm. . I
and show the file data structures.

Contd P/2
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(10)

(8)

(12)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(5)

(15)

(5)

(10)
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(b) Some region's size can be altered while some other's size cannot be altered (using

growreg algorithm). Explain the reason and give examples. (8)

(c) Is it possible to hate an interrupt within the service routi~e of another interrupt?

Explain with respect to rhe context of a process. (7)

(d) What happens wh,en the Kernel ~akes up a sleeping process? Explain with

necessary data structure. (10)

SECTION-B

There are NINE questions in this section. Answer any SEVEN questions.

5. (a) Show the states ofa process and the possible transitions between the states in a

diagram. Give an example for each possible transition. . (5)
(b) Suppose you are goil1g to write a program that will compute the sum of all possible

I
64 bit integers. Discuss how a multithreaded version of the program will affect the time

required in comparison !o that by single threaded program. . (6)

(c) What do you mean Jy busy waiting? What are the problems of busy waiting? (4)

(5)

(4)

(6)

I
I

t
i

(a) What do you mean by CPU bound and I/O bound processes? Why I/O bound

processes are given higJer priority in priority scheduling algorithms? .

(b) Discuss the convey Jffect in First Come First Serve scheduling algorithm.

(c) Consider the fOllOWillgcode of producer process for a producer consumer system.
I semrPli.oreempty = 1-0;',
semaphore full = 0;I .mutex m;
voi~ producer(void) {

int item;
while (TRUE). {

item = produce_item() i
lock( &m);

.down( &empty) ;
insert item(item);.
up (&full) i
unlock (&m);

6.

}~-
Will the above code work correctly? If not, explain.the problems and write down the

correct code for produber. If you think this code to be correct, write down the

corresponding code for c6nsumer.

Contd P/3
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7. (a) Consider the following 4 processes:
I
I

Process Duration
I

PI I 30

P2 I 10

P3 I 19

P4 I 56

Assume all processes lrived at the same time. Draw Gantt charts and then calculate

average turnaround timJs for the processes using the following scheduling algorithms:
I

(i) Shortest Job First

(ii) Round Robin lith quantum 8.

(b) Discuss the limitatiols of Shortest Remaining Time Next scheduling algorithm.

(10)

(5)

8.

9.

Write short notes on the(OllOwing terms:

(i) Priority Scheduling
I

(ii) Guaranteed Scheduling

(iii) Lottery Sched1uling.

(a) What do you meJ by preempt able and non-preempt able resources? Briefly

discuss the four conditiols for deadlock.

(b) Suppose a system is ~etected to be in deadlock. Discuss some ways to recover from

it.

(5x3=15)

(2+6=8)

(7)

(6)

10. (a) What are the problems of exposing physical memory to processes? (4)

(b) Suppose you are gOihg to use bitmaps to keep track of memory usage. Discuss the
I

issues you need to consider while determining the size of each allocation unit. (5)

(c) The Not FreqUentlf Used (NFU) page replacement algorithm keeps a software

counter associated with rCh page and increments it if the page had been referenced

after previous clock interrupt. When a page fault occurs, the page with the lowest

counter is chosen for Jeplacement. Discuss a case where this algorithm will not

perform optimally. Can tou suggest a modification to the NFU algorithm to overcome

this limitation?

11. (a) Describe how deadlock can be detected by monitoring CPU utilization.

(b) Suppose there are foJ processes PI, P2, P3, P4 and four resources Rl, R2, R3, R4

in a system. The current lllocation matrix and request matrix are as followed:

Contd P/4
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1 3 0 1 1 4 2 1

4 1 2 2 0 2 3 3

C R == 1 1 1 2
1 2 0 0

k

2 0 0 1 3 1 1 1

The availability resource vector is [3 2 2 1]. Determine whether the processes will be in
I

deadlock or not.

12.

13.

(a) Suppose you have four processes with length 48,64, 120, and 28 bytes respectively.

The memory available 10 your system is 100 bytes. Discuss a way by which you can

run all the four processe1s parallelly in your system.
I

(b) What are the disadvJntages if the page size is too large or too small?
I

(a) What do you rneau bl pre-paging aud demand paging?

(b) What is TLB? Briefl~ describe how the TLB functions.

(c) Briefly discuss how page sharing between processes can be handled by a memory

management unit.

(9)

(6)

(3)

(7)

(5)
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I SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

I
Symbols have their usual meanings.

Ca)A routing protocoll works with five consecutive steps as follows: i) Discover
'neighbor routers, ii) IMeasure cost to each neighbor, iii) Construct a packet
incorporating costs to all neighbors, iv) Send the packet to all other routers, and v)
Compute shortest path Ito all routers. The trickiest part among these steps is the fourth
one, i.e., sending the backet (consisting costs to neighbors) to all other routers. To

facilitate this part, a no~ion of Sequence Number is used. The sequence number helps in
identifying fresh packets, and thus, helps to decide on whether or not to send a new1y-

arrived packet consistidg costs to neighbors.

Now, do you think the lusage of only sequence number perfectly solves the problem of

deciding whether to send a newly-arrived packet consisting costs to neighbors or not?
If yes, elaborate how Ithe problem gets solved. If not, then elaborate what are the
remaining issues to be solved and describe how they can be solved?

(b) Draw a high-level Jetworking architecture of Internet and show where Path Vector. I .
Protocol (related to BGP) is generally used.

Besides, justify or refJte the following statement with necessary elaboration - "Path
I

Vector Protocol extends Link State Routing Protocol and deals with all routers on the

way to find a shortest p~th". .

(23)

(23~)

(23~)

2. (a) Two typical approaches for broadcast routing could be to send distinct packets to
each router or to flood ~he same packet over a network. Do you think these approaches

possess any limitatiOn?1 (23)
If, not then elaborate all the advantages of these approaches. If, yes then what are the
limitations and what COfid be the possible way(s) to all~viate the limitations? You need
to elaborate your answer with necessary figures(s) and description.

(b) A network consisls of four sub-networks namely A, B, C, and D. These are

connected as follows: IA-B-C~D. Here, the packet handling capabilities of the sub-
networks are as follows: A and D can handle packets with a maximum size of 2KB, B
can handle packets wilh a maximum size of 1KB, and C can handle packets with a

I
maximum size of 512 B. Now, you are given a job to transmit packets of 2KB from A

to D.

What will be the problem you are going to face to perform the transmission? Is there

any way to solve the prbblem? If yes, then describe the ultimate consequence.

Contd P12
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3.

4.

(a) "In TCP, transmissions of three message are enough to establish a connection

except the case of Call Collision." - Justify or refute with necessary figure(s) and

elaboration.
(b) "In UDP, a slow sender may pose a threat of substantial overhead, which can be
minimized by Nagle's solution. Similarly, in UDP, Clark's solution solves the problem

exposed by a slow receiver." - Justify or refute with necessary figure(s) and

elaboration.

(a) A network protocol designer is given the task of controlling network congestion
with th~ primary target of ensuring stability. To do so, he enables the method of
additive increase of congestion window in case of finding favorable situation (packets
are being successfully transmitted) and additive decrease of congestion window in case
of finding adverse situation (packets are being dropped). Do you think this choice will
ensure stability over multiple transmitters? If so, then describe how it ensures stability
over multiple transmitters. If not, then describe why not and elaborate a better

alternative.

(23)

(23~)

(23)
(b) Distinguish between TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno with necessary figure(s) and

elaboration. (23 ~ )

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

5. (a) When bit stuffing is used as framing method, is it possible for the loss, insertion or
modification of single bit to cause an error not detected by the checksum? If not, why
not? If so, how can it be ensured that the single bit error is detected? Does the

checksum length playa role here? (12)

(b) What are the odds that can arise when two hosts simultaneously send an initial

packet ,in Protocol 4 (Stop and Wait Protocol)? Explain with appropriate figures. . (14)

(c) Both Go Back N and Selective Repeat Protocol supports the concept of multiple
outstanding frames. If a 3 bit sequence number is used what is the range of dist~nct
,sequence number that can be used for frames outstanding at any instant for both the
mentioned protocols? Also explain the reasons behind choosing such range for both Go

Back N and Selective Repeat Protocol. (14)

(d) A block of bits with n rows and k columns uses horizontal and vertical parity bits
for error detection. Suppose that exactly 4 bits are inverted due to transmission errors.
Will the mentioned scheme be able to detect this error? Will the scheme be sufficient to

correct it?

Contd P/3
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6.

7.

8.

(a) Consider the delay of pure ALOHA versus slotted ALOHA at high load. Which one

of the mentioned protoJols is preferable in this case? Explain your answer.
(b) A LAN uses binar~ countdown method as Multiple Access Protocol. At a certain
instant, the ten stations have the virtual station numbers 8, 2, 4, 5, 1, 7, 3, 6, 9 and O.
The next three stations to send are 4,3 and 9, in the mentioned order. What are the new

virtual station numbers hfter all three have finished their transmissions?

(c) The wireless LANs [use MACA instead of CSMA/CD protocol. What are the odds
of using CSMA/CD pr1tocol for wireless LANs? Under what conditions, if any, would

it be possible to use CSMA/CD instead?
I

(d) What is hidden and exposed station problem? Describe the process how these are
I

problems are solved in 802.11 MAC sub layer protocol.
(e) To increase reliabili~, some sites use two or more bridges in parallel between pairs
of LANs. This arrangdment, however, introduces some problems because it creates
loops in the topology.IExPlain the problems with an appropriate figure. How these

problems can be overcome?

(al Show DNS operatioL for a site, say, www.buet.ae.bd with diagram when the local

DNS server does not h+e this URL in its cache. .
(b) DNS uses UDP instead of TCP. If a DNS packet is lost, there is no automatic

recovery. Does this cau!e a problem? If so, how is it solved?
(c) From an ISP's poin~ of view, POP3 and IMAP differ in an important way. POP3
users generally empty iheir mailboxes every day. IMAP users keep their mail on the
server indefinitely. Imakine that you were called to advise an ISP on which protocol it

should support. What cdnsiderations would you bring up?

(d) Briefly describe ho~ e-mail works for ISP customers using both SMTP and POP3

protocol. Use the interv~ntion ofDNS sever whenever you find it necessary.

(al The CEO of Cisco le. gets an idea of developing a mntating routing algorithm (an
algorithm that can mutdte depending on the network automatically) with collaboration
of Google. The CEO Jsks his legal department to look into it, and they in turn ask
engineering. department Ifor .help, As a result, the ~hief engineer calls his counter-part at

Google to dISCUSSthe techmcal aspects of the project.
The engineers then repdrt back to their respective legal departments, which then confer
by telephone to arrang~ the legal aspects. Finally, the two CEOs discuss the financial.
side of the deal. In tJis an example of a multi-layer protocol model? Write the

I
advantages of using multi-layer protocol in terms of networking concept.

(b) Write a short note 01 HTTP protocol of World Wide Web.
I

(c) What is the principle difference between connection-oriented and connection-less

communication?

(d) What is a Virtual LAN? Briefly describe the working procedure of a Virtual LAN.

(e) What is frequency hbpping spread spectrum?

,---------------------------

(8)

(670

(10)

(12)

(10)

(14)

(12)

(6~)

(14)

(8)

(10)

(6)
(16)

(6~)
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There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

I

(a) Briefly explain thelpredator-prey model. What is the significance of the critical

point in the phase-plane representation for the Lotka-Volterra model?

(b) What is the Lorenz system of ordinary differential equations? Briefly explain how

it can have chaotic solu~ions for certain parameter values and initial representation of

xy projection and xz projection. What is a strange attractor?
I

(c) What is a slope field~ Explain how it can help to visualize the graph of the general

solution of a differential equation for the falling parachutist problem.

(a) Given the different e<iluation:

y"- xy'- y = 0 with the initial condition yeO) = 1 and y'(O) = 0, use Taylors's series

method to find out the value of y (0.1). The solution should include at least three non-

zero terms.

(11)

(14)

(10)

(10)

(b) How does Runge-K:'utta (RK) methods achieve the accuracy of a Taylor series

approach without requiring the calculation of higher derivatives? Show how you can

obtain different second-~rder methods for different values of parameter a2 • (10)

(c) Use the fourth-ordertRK method to solve the following system of equations over

the range from x = 0 to x = 1 using a step-size of 0.5 and with initial conditions

y (0) = 2 and z (0) = 4. (15)

dy 2 4-x-. =- y+ e
dx
dz yz2
-=--
dx 3

3. (a) Distinguish between (i) accuracy and precision (ii) truncation error and round-off

error of a numerical 6ethod. Briefly explain how estimation by Richardson

extrapolation achieves i~proved accuracy over the multiple-application. Simpson's

rules method of numericJl integration. .

(b) Numerically integrat1 the function f(t) = t cost using the trapezoidal rule and the

Simpson's % rule from re lower limit of 0 to the upper limit 2" .

(c) Given the differential equation dx =4- with the initial condition y (0) = 0, use
dy y +1

Picard's method to obtain y for x = 0.25 and x = 0.5

Contd P/2

(15)

(10)

(10)
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4. (a) What is the complex form of the Fourier series and how can it be derived? Also

show how the complex Fourier co-efficiencts ck and c_k can be expressed in terms of

ak and bk, where symbols carry their usual meaning.

(b) For the given periobic data in the following table, it is required to find the least-

squares fit by a linear cdmbination of sinusoidal functions.
I

f(t)=Ao +AI cosOJot+B] SinOJot+ .... +Am CosmOJot+Bm SinmOJotI .
t 0 II 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75

I

f(t) 1
il

3 3 1 1 5 5 1

ICalculate Ao,ApB, A2 andB2I .
(c) What is the distinction between Fourier integral and Fourier transform? Write the

expre~sions ~or discrete lF~urie~ transfo~ ~nd inverse transform. Explain why they are

espeCIally SUItablefor ertgmeenng applIcatIOns.

(15)

(10)

(10)

5.

6.

7.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

(aj What are the differJces between an open method and a bracketing method? Which

method is suitable in wJat situation? Explain it with the help of appropriate examples.
I

(b) Use (i) fixed-point iteration and (iiO the Newton-Raphson method to detennine a
I

root of f(x) = _x2 + 1.8x + 2.5 using xo=5. Perform the computation until So is less
Ithan Ss = 0.05%. Also perform an error check of your final answer.

(aj Explain the probleml of the Newton-Raphson method and their remedia! measures.
Derive the formula usJd by the Secant method to find the roots of alg~braic and

transcendental equationJ.

(b) Determine the +a! root of ~3.' = 80 using the false-position method
withinss = 2.5%. Use initial guesses of2.0 and 5.0.

(c) Given the system of lqUations

-3x2 + 7x3 = 2

XI + 2x2 - x3 = 3
5xl-2x2 =2

(i) Use Gauss elimination with partial pivoting to solve for the x's.

(ii) Substitute youJ results back into the original equations to check your solution.

(aj Explain the problels associated with the Graphical method, Cramer's rule and
Gauss elimination meth!d for finding the roots of a system of equations.

Contd P/3

(10)

(25)

(13)

. (10)

(12)

(10)
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I

(b) Use Gauss-Jordan elimination to solve:

2x1 + x2 - x3 = 1

5x, +2x2 +2x3 =-4
3x] + x2 + x3 = 5~

Do not employ pivoting, Check your answer by substituting them into the original

equations I
(c ) Solve the following systems of equation by LU decomposition method.

I x] + 7x2 -4x3 = -51
4x] -4x2 +9x3 = 62
12x] - X2 + 3x3 = 8

8. (a) What is meant by lt~ast square regression? How does it differ from interpolation?
I

Derive the equations of the two constants (say, ko and ko) used by the least square

regression criterion.

(b) Given the data

x 1 2 3 5 7 8

f(x) i 3 6 19 99 291 444
.i

Calculate f( 4) using N~wton' s interpolating pol ynomials of order I through 4. Choose

your base points to attain good accuracy. What do your results indicate regarding the
I

order of the polynomial used to generate the data in the table?

i .
l

(10)

(15)

(15)

(20) .
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There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

(a) Establish all recurrelce relations sati;fied by J(n) of Josephus problem.

(b) Compute J 5 (l o,ood where every 5th man is deleted. .

(c) Construct a binary Ifree sharing how multi-peg tower of Hanoi is solved using

presumed optimal solution where p =7 and n = 489. .

(10)
(10)

(15)

2.

3.

'\

4.

5.

(a) Deduce average case
l

complexity of Quick sort algorithm using summation factor. .

(b) Deduce Ix2HxOx 'by summation by patis. .

(c) Use combinational argument to establish the value of I ( k J .
kSn m

(a) Find the multiplicity lof 72 in 200!. .
(b) Deduce recunence relations satisfied by the Stirling numbers of the first and second

~~~ group of n fans J the winning football team throw their hats high into the air.
I

The hats came back randomly, one hat to each of the n fans. How many ways are there

for all n fans not to end !p in having their hats? Solve it using generating function.

(a) Construct a generatJg function for Fibonacci numbers and find their values.

(b) Given n cards and 1 table what is the largest possible overhang by stacking the

cards up over the tables bdge? .

[ I]- n
(c) prove that X" = I I xk

, integers n ~ O.
k kJ

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions. . ..

(a) It is known that DJDs produced by a certain company will be defective with
probability 0.01, indepeJdent of each other. The company sells the DVDs in packages
of size 10 and offers a lnoney-back guarantee that if at least 1 of the 10 DVDs. in a
package is defective, mobey will be returned. if someone buys 3 packages, what is the

probability that he or she1will return exactly 1 of them?

Contd P/2

(10)
(10).

(15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(13)
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(b) An airline knows that 5 percent of the people making reservations on a certain

flight will not sho~.up. Consequently, their policy is to sell 52 tickets for a flight that

can hold only 50 passengers. What is the probability that there will be a seat available

for every passenger'whl shows up?

(c) Suppose that two teams are playing a series of games, each of which is

independently won by team A with probability p and by team B with probability I-p.

The winner of the 'seriel is the first team to win i games. Find the expected number of

games that are played Jhen (a) i = 2 and (b) i =3.

6. (a) At a party n men take off their hats. The hats are then mixed up and each man

randomly selectso~e. J,e say that a match occurs if a man selects his own hat. What is

the probability of no mJtches? What is the probability of exactly k matches?

(b) A computer receivJs requests for elements stored in its memory. Consider that n

elements epe2, •••••.• ,enle initially arranged in some ordered list. At each unit of time a

request is made for onJ of these elements - ej, being requested, independently of the

past, with probability A. After being requested, the element is then moved to the front
I

of the list. That is, for instance, if the present ordering is e" e2, e3, e4 and e3 is

requested, then the neJt ordering is e3, epe2, e4• Determine the expected position of

the element requested aher this process has been in operation for a long time.

(c) In an election, ca:n~idate A receives n votes, and candidate B receives m votes

where n>m. Assuming that all orderings are equally likely, show that the probability

that A is always ahead in the count of votes is (n-m)/(n+m).

7. (a) A certain town never has two sunny days in a row. Each day is classified as being

either sunny, cloudy (bht dry), or rainy. If it is sunny one day, then it is equally likely

to be either cloudy or rkiny the next day. If it is rainy or cloudy one day, then there is

one chance in two that ~twill be the same next day, and if it changes then it is equally

likely to be either of tJe other two possibilities. In the long run, what proportions of

days are sunny? What Jroportions are cloudy?

(b) Consider a gambler who at each play of the game has probability p of winning one

unit and probability q r l-p of losing one unit. Assume that successive plays of the

game are independent, rhat is the probability that, starting with i units, the gambler's

. fortune will reach N before reaching O?

(c) Define Markov cha~n. Derive the Chapman-Kolmog~rov equations for computing

t ' . b bl'l" . M k l'n-s ep transItIOn pro a 1It1es maar ov clam.

Contd P/3

(10)

(6+6)

(8+5)

(12)

(10)

(8)

(12)

(3+4)
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(d) Consider a 'large ,population of individuals, each of whom possesses a particular

pair of genes, of which each individual gene is classified as being of type a or type p.
Assume that the' proportions of individuals whose gene pairs are aa, pp, or ap,
respectively are Poqo ahdr)po +qo +ro = 1)respectively. When two individuals mate,, I
each contributes one of]his or her genes, chosen at random, to the resultant offspring.

Assuming that the"matitg occurs at random, in which each individual is equally likely

to mate with other indiJidual, determine the proportions p, q, and l' of individuals in the.' I
next generation whose genes are aa, pp, or ap respectively. (8)

8. (a) If X and Y are indeRendent Poisson random variables with respective means ~ and
I

~, calculate theconditjonal expected value of X given that X + Y = n.

(b) Define moments of a Random Variable. How can we obtain them from moment
, I

generating function? Derive the moment generating function for the binomial

, distribution with paraJeters nand p. If X and Yare independent binomial random

variables with parametJrs (n,p) and (m,p), respectively, then what is the distribution of

(10) ,

X+Y. (2+3+4+4=13)

(c) Two chips aredraT at random without replacement from a box that contains five

chips numbered 1 through 5. If the sum of chips drawn is even, the random variable X

equals 5; if the s~m of lhiPS drawn is odd, X = -3.

(i) Find the mom!nt-generating function (MGF) for X.

(ii) Use the MGF t6 find the first and second moments.

(iii) Find the expected value and variance ofX.

(12)
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